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Abstract 

In today world, Synchronization is most important operation in many of parallel applications. Traditional synchronization 
mechanisms are not able to keep up with the increasing demand for efficient synchronization operations as systems grow larger, 
the network size increases. The performance of synchronization of operation is  controlled by two factors, i.e. the number of 
remote accesses that  required for a synchronization operation and  the latency of each remote access. The impact of performance 
of synchronization  on the overall performance of parallel applications is increasing due to the speeding  gap between processors 
and memory. This would in turn make our systems more reliable, efficient and faster. Cache stores most frequently accessed 
pages in order to achieve high performance in programs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Multiprocessors in today’s world can be differentiated on the basis of memory either as shared memory 
machines or as distributed memory machines. Shared memory machines consists of a smaller l number of tightly 
coupled processors that share a common central memory. Distributed memory machines had a large number of 
loosely coupled processors, each with their own private memory but connected by means of a fast communication 
network. Shared memory machines are considered as convenient to program because hardware provides processors 
with a uniform access of global memory. Unfortunately, providing this consistency, limits the processors scalability, 
and therefore they can practically speeds up that they can deliver .They can be scaled  to hundreds, or even 
thousands, of processors. Each processor in these systems has a large local memory, and executes without 
knowledge from other processors. The latency of inter processor communication on distributed memory 
multiprocessors ranges from a few hundred to a few hundred thousand processor cycles. The absence of a consistent 
shared memory in distributed memory multiprocessors has made these machines programming difficult. .The 
synchronization mechanisms and algorithms have been developed for shared memory multiprocessors. Thus, 
making this approach more reliable and efficient. Barriers and spinlocks are synchronization mechanisms that are 
commonly used by many parallel applications. A barrier checks that no process in a group of processes advances 
beyond a given point until all the processes have reached the barrier. A spinlock ensures that there is an atomic 
access to data or code protected by the lock. 
 
 
2. MUTUAL EXCLUSION 
 

In an individual processor, the time associated with an access to a critical section consists of the time from 
which the processor asks for the access to the corresponding lock, to the time at which the processor completes the 
release on that lock. This time period does not relate directly with global performance. Multiple processors entering 
to the same critical section may overlap the time from the issue of their requests for releasing of the lock. The 
distinction is the difference between the latency of an individual request to a memory system, and the throughput 
achievable by multiple accesses to that same memory system. for finding  how these critical section accesses limit 
global performance and ultimately scalability, we determine the notion of a synchronization period. The 
synchronization period is the length of time between completion of two successive synchronization operations (e.g., 
two successive releases) on the same variable. The successive synchronization operations may occur on different 
processors. The synchronization period is the service time that the processor incurs once the previous processor 
releases the lock. Since access to this critical section is serialized, the synchronization period will place an upper 
bound on all possible performance. We depict our breakdown of a synchronization period in Figure 1. It shows 
events to synchronization variable X. The event depicted is the completion of the release of lock X by processor A. 
Several processors are contending to gain access to X. We assume that processor B wins the ensuing arbitration. 
When the lock acquire completes, processor B enters the critical section. After the work in the critical section is 
completed the processor B prepares to release X, and eventually completes this operation. Our breakdown of a 
synchronization period consists of three phases:  

                                                                 
                                                                            B Releases load X  
                                                                              B issues a               components 
                                                                            release lock  
                                                 B acquires load           for X  
                                                               For X 
   
A release  of lock 

          
  

Transfer                Load/compute            Release 
requests issued + exclusive data loaded lock re-obtained 
arbitration * computation performed * lock released 

* lock sent to new owner + exclusive data written  
  

   Fig1: breakdown of one synchronization process 
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• Transfer: The time at which processor A completes its release of the lock to the time processor B completes its 
acquire. At the point when the release is completed; the releasing processor has atomically written the “unlocked” 
value to the lock. The contending nodes may then issue or re-issue requests to obtain the lock. 
• Load/compute: The time at which processor B completes its lock acquire to the time processor B issues its lock 
release. Once a processor obtains the lock, it enters the critical section and reads some locked data, perform some 
computation, and write some locked data.  
• Release: It is the time from processor B issuing the lock release. When the processor issues a release operation for 
the lock, remote accesses may be necessary before that operation may complete. Other processors may have 
removed the lock from the releasing the memory of processor’s cache. 
 
 
3. SYNCHRONIZATION MECHANISMS 
 

We have divided synchronization mechanisms in to fundamental set of four mechanisms that synchronization 
primitives may incorporate. Their mechanisms are shown as: 
 

� Local spinning: It allows a requesting node to spin on a local copy of the lock but it does not  reduce 
overheads on the critical path of the synchronization  but I t greatly reduce the load on the network, 
especially for longer critical sections. When the lock is released, the invalidation of  all local copies. 

� Queue-based locking: It eliminates overhead of rotation and reduces lock transfer time, both in the 
Transfer phase. It reduces synchronization overhead in the following ways: 

• Creates a queue of waiting requesters then doing arbitration when the requests are received and not when 
the current holder releases the lock. 

• Reduces the lock transfer time by restricting communication between the releasing node and the acquiring 
node. 

•  Eliminates the overhead of obtaining the lock in the Release phase as no other nodes access the lock 
directly until the holder of the system releases the lock.  

� Collocation: It protects the data to be transferred with the transfer of the lock itself.Thus, eliminating read 
and write overheads in the Load/Store phase. If the transfer line  are larger than one cache line, it will only 
partly reduce the read and write access overheads. If the critical data are determined dynamically, effective 
collocation is difficult. 

� Synchronous prefetch : It allows a processor to issue a request for a particular lock in advance of its critical 
section. The memory system will effect the transfer of the lock from the holder to the prefetching requester 
only when the holder releases the lock. Thus this mechanism will not impede the current holder’s progress 
in the critical section.  
 
 

4. SPIN LOCKS  
 

We have described a series of implementations for a mutual-exclusion spin lock. In a shared-memory 
environment that has some fetch and store operations.. The complexity of the resulting solutions is the principal 
motivation for the development of fetch and store primitives. Some researchers have considered mutual exclusion in 
the context of distributed systems but the way of message passings are different enough from shared memory 
operations such  that solutions do not transfer from one environment to the other. 

 
• SIMPLE TEST AND STORE LOCK 

 
This lock is one of the most widely used lock , it uses a polling loop to access a Boolean flag that indicates 

whether the lock is held. Each processor repeatedly executes this instruction in order to change the flag from false to 
true, thereby acquiring the lock. A processor releases the lock by setting it to false. The main shortcoming of this 
lock is that it relies on flag. Each waiting processor has the access to a single shared flag as frequently as possible, 
using relatively expensive read-modify-write (fetch and store) instructions. The result is degraded performance, not 
only of the memory bank in which the lock resides, but also for the network and, also in a distributed shared-
memory machine . 
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type lock = (unlocked, locked) 
 

procedure acquire_lock(L : ^lock)  
delay : integer :=1  

while test_and_set(L) = locked // returns old value 
pause (delay)  // consume this many units of time 
delay := delay* 2  

 
procedure release_lock (L : ^lock) lock^ := 

unlocked 
 

Algorithm 1: Simple test and set lock with exponential backoff. 
 

• TICKET LOCK 
 

It consists of two counters, first one includes the number of requests to acquire the lock, and the other the 
number of times the lock has been released. A processor acquires the lock by performing a fetch and increment 
operation on the request counter and waiting until the result (its ticket) is equal to the value of the release counter. It 
releases the lock by incrementing the release counter. It eliminates the cause of starvation. 
 
Though it probes with read operations only, the ticket lock causes a substantial memory and network contention 
through polling of a common location.In this case, however, exponential backoff is clearly a bad idea. Since 
processors acquire the lock in FIFO order, overshoot in backoff by the first processor in line will delay all others as 
well. 
 

 
type lock = record  

next_ticket : unsigned integer := 0 
now_serving : unsigned integer := 0 

 
procedure acquire_lock (L : ^lock)  

my_ticket : unsigned integer := fetch_and_increment (&L->next_ticket) // returns old 
value_ arithmetic overflow is harmless  

loop  
pause (my_ticket - L->now_serving)  

// consume this many units of time   
// on most machines, subtraction works correctly despite overflow if L-

>now_serving = my_ticket    
return  

 
procedure release_lock (L : ^lock) L->now_serving 

:= L->now_serving + 1 
 

Algorithm 2: Ticket lock with proportional backoff. 
 

• MCS LOCKS 
 

MCS, developed by  Mellor-Crummey and Scott. It allows requesters for a held lock into a software queue at 
the time of the request, using atomic operations such as SWAP and COMPARE&SWAP to update the list correctly. 
With queue-based locking, arbitration for the eventual recipient of the lock is therefore performed in advance, FCFS. 
Arbitration for TS and TTS, conversely, occurs at the time of lock release, increasing the period of synchronization. 
Thus, maintaining the requester queue in software is larger overhead. Network traffic is thus reduced to a constant 
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number of network traversals per synchronization access, while the other requesters in the queue continue to spin 
locally.. A more sophisticated approach could better exploit collocation by placing data either with the insertion 
pointer when there is no contention, or with the appropriate queue element when contention exists. However, this 
approach requires copying of data which,it may affect their integrity These algorithms are also unable to prefetch 
data without important changes that greatly add to their complexity. 

 
type qnode = record next 

: ^qnode locked : 
Boolean  

type lock = ^qnode 
 

// parameter I, below, points to a qnode record allocated   
// (in an enclosing scope) in shared memory locally-accessible   
// to the invoking processor  

 
procedure acquire_lock (L : ^lock, I : ^qnode) I->next := nil  

predecessor : ^qnode := fetch_and_store (L, I)  
if predecessor != nil // queue was non-empty  

I->locked := true  
predecessor->next := I  
repeat while I->locked // spin 

 
procedure release_lock (L : ^lock, I: ^qnode)  

if I->next = nil // no known successor  
if compare_and_swap (L, I, nil)  

return  
// compare_and_swap returns true iff it swapped  

repeat while I->next = nil // spin  
I->next->locked := false 

 
Algorithm 5: The MCS list-based queuing lock. 

 

• LH AND M LOCKS 
 

Magnusson, Landin, and Hagersten proposed two software queue-based locking primitives, LH and M. 
They claimed that their primitives would require, lesser  remote accesses to transfer a lock than does MCS, enabling 
their schemes to outperform MCS when lock contention exists. The LH lock achieves this behavior at the expense of 
increased latency to acquire an uncontested lock. The M lock achieves lock transfer without increased uncontested 
lock access latency, at the expense of significant additional complexity in the lock algorithm. 

 

• QOLB 
 

Goodman, Vernon, and Woest introduced  the Queue-On-Lock- Bit primitive (QOLB which was called 
QOSB earlier) , which was the earliest proposal for a distributed, queue-based locking scheme. It has hardware 
queue of waiting processors, in this pointers queue entries lied in the cache line. Waiting processors spin locally on a 
“shadow” copy of the lock address, avoiding network congestion or some errors with the lock holder. Because lock 
requesters rotates on the same lock address, without changing or degrading the lock holder’s copy, effective 
collocation is possible. When the holder release the lock assigned, the lock is sent directly to the requester at the 
starting of the queue, thus, a total of one network crossing to transfer the lock .It also includes the collocation, and  
handoffs efficiently through queueing, QOLB is a non-blocking primitive. Thus, it permits a processor to use QOLB 
for performing synchronous  earlier fetching, allowing the processor to overlap data and lock access times with other 
useful work. If it is issued more efficiently , it is possible for the service requester to see no overhead associated with 
the critical section entry, either for accessing the lock or the data..  first of all, a call to ENQOLB makes  a shadow 
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copy of the cache line and hence it gives a message to the requester into the hardware queue. This is the first request 
allows the processor to overlap the fetch time with useful computation. The processor relinquishes the lock with the 
call to DEQOLB, thus both the lock and any data in the lock’s cache line are sent directly to the next waiting 
processor.  

 

• REACTIVE SYNCHRONIZATION 
In 1994, Lim and Agarwal proposed “reactive synchronization” schemes. It switches among various software locks 
that functions well among various levels of contention. It attempts to achieve both low latency lock access and 
transfer at cheaper rate. For low-contention phases, we used TS with exponential back off . For high-contention 
phases, we used MCS . It switched to MCS after consecutive lock acquisitions and hence experienced higher levels 
of contention than a fixed threshold. Thus,Switching from MCS to the low-contention lock when the queue was 
empty upon lock release. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 
From the paper we studied the various aspects of shared memory access. Synchronization defines a way 

through which we can access the shared memory concurrently such that redundancy is avoided on the network . 
Moreover, we studied synchronization , an efficient way of dealing with caches making a scalable system. It is being 
divided in to three parts i.e. load , compute, transfer. We studied various synchronization mechanisms being divided 
in to various parts and being studied as local spinning, queue-based locking, collocation, and synchronous prefetch . 
This helps in making thus paving a way to communicate in critical section thus, avoiding deadlocks. We also studied 
various sets of locking primitives namely TEST&SET, TEST&TEST&SET, MCS, LH, M, and QOLB and their 
algorithms.  This mechanism is being incurred in the microprocessors making it more reliable approach.  
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